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ABSTRACT
Using density functional theory, expressions for the 
longitudinal and transverse spin susceptibilities of 
ferromagnetic metals have been derived in the local 
density approximation. The self consistent calculation 
of these susceptibilities necessitates the inversion of 
some infinite dimensional matrices, which have been done 
analytically using tight binding wave function for the 
3d electrons. This amounted to a transformation from a 
Fourier representation of an orbital representation.
This method is then applied for nickel using a semi- 
empirical band structure. In the light of these approxi­
mations it proved worthwhile to introduce some adjustable 
parameters to describe the electron interactions. In 
the transverse case a single adjustable parameter is 
reasonably satisfactory to yield the correct spin-wave 
spectrum. Longitudinal susceptibility calculation 
requires three adjustable parameters which, due to 
lack of experimental data, are calculated from the 
results of first-principle band calculation. The calcu­
lated results for this case with these parameters are 
also reported here.
INTRODUCTION
It is an established fact that the band picture is 
naturally applicable to transition metals to explain at 
least qualitatively the magnetic behavior e.g., non­
integral magnetic moment of an atom in the solid, specific 
heat, photoemission results. The de Haas-van Alphen measurenents 
on many transition metals indicate the existence of a Fermi 
surface for d electrons. The galvanometric properties of 
Fe, Co, and Ni cannot be explained without the assumption 
of itinerant electrons. Although the necessity of a 
detailed band calculation for these metals is well under­
stood, development of a reasonable theory applicable for 
numerical calculation is very complicated because besides 
other usual problems associated with any band calculation 
one has to include the exchange and correlation between 
electrons.
The most frequently used model in this connection is 
the Hubbard-model. Since the d-electrons are much more 
localized then the s-electrons the overlap of these orbitals 
would be small compared to that of s orbitals. Therefore a 
tight-binding scheme using only a linear combination of 
atomic d-orbitals is supposed to be a reasonable approxima­
tion for the d-band wave functions. For non-degenerate 
bands this leads to the Hubbard Hamiltonian
1
where U is an intra-atomic electron interaction parameter 
to be determined empirically. Hartree-Fock approximation 
on (1.1) yields the Stoner model. However, a more chal­
lenging test of the validity of any such calculation would 
be to reproduce the inelastic neutron scattering results 
which are related to the dynamic susceptibility x(P>^) of 
the system. Or, in other words, the question is whether 
these band models are capable of producing proper spin wave 
spectrum and explaining the disappearance of these spin
waves approximately at p = % p w h e r e  p is any reducedmax
wave-vector and p is the same on the Brillorien zone*max
surface. Stoner model, certainly, does not explain the 
spin dynamics and furthermore if one uses the atomic value 
of U, all transition metal will be made magnetic.
The wave vector and frequency dependent spin suscepti­
bility has been studied by many authors. A nice review of
1 2it can be found in the works of Herring and Young . Calcu-
3 4 5lations of Rajagopal et al. ' and Rajagopal are relevant
to the work presented here.
Basically, the prevalent technique is to express the 
total susceptibility xfPr^) in terms of the so-called 'non­
interacting1 susceptibility x°(P»a)) which does not include 
interaction between electrons, specifically. Using Hubbard 
model and applying the random phase approximation (RPA)
3Izuyama et al.° found an enhancement of x°(P/w) as
X(p,w) =  X° l* ' - l --- (1.2)
I - I X (P»w)
where I is a measure of the effective short-ranged electron
interaction. Using a more realistic band structure Lowde 
7
and Windsor applied (2) to explain the spin-wave spectrum 
of Ni, which accrues from the poles of expression (1.2). 
Serious drawbacks in Izuyama et al. and Lowde and Windsor's
works seems to be the neglect of the band and wave-vector
. . ->
1 (k /K ) ■ r
dependence of the matrix elements <nk|e |£k+p)
where <nk| is the wavefunction for band n at wave-vector 
ic and Kg is a reciprocal lattice vector. This would mean 
a neglect of local field effects and an equal treatment of 
all interband transitions. Generalization of equation (1.2)
O
has been attempted by many authors (Yamada and Shimizu , 
cooke and Davis9 , Cooke10, Clark and Young11). In these 
references the idea is again to improve on the enhancement 
by incorporating a parametrized form of electron inter­
actions, the parameters being determined empirically. The 
inconsistency in this kind of approach is the differential 
treatment of electron interactions in the calculations of 
band and susceptibility.
In recent years it is becoming clearer that band and 
wave-function properties of ferromagnetic metals like 
cohesive energy, equilibrium lattice constant, magnetic
4moment, fermi surface and the charge, spin and momentum 
densities can be reasonably successfully described by band 
calculations using a local density functional exchange and 
correlation potential. We know what the ground state energy 
of a quantum system is a unique functional of charge (p) 
and spin (m) densities of the system (Hohenberg and Kohn, 
Kohn and Sham, Rajagopal and Callaway). Since the exact 
expressions for this functional is not known for a real 
system, the exchange and correlation terms in the energy 
will be approximated by expressions derived from the high 
density free-electron gas. We will also assume that this 
Hamiltonian can still be used as the basis for a perturba­
tion treatment for any time-dependent external electric and 
magnetic fields. Then, it is of considerable interest to 
investigate how the linear magnetic and charge response 
functions can be obtained in this framework. The major 
advantage of this kind of approach is the consistency. The 
approximations in the electron interactions to be used in 
the calculation of responsive functions are the same used 
for the band calculation. Also, the expression does not 
involve undetermined parameters.
Based on the aforesaid approximations Callaway and
12Wang obtained a formal expression for the transverse 
dynamics spin susceptibility matrix. The work presented 
here investigates the longitudinal response functions.
Use of explicit forms of exchange correlation potential
13 14(Von Barth and Hedin and Rajagopal, Singhal and Kimball )
5enables us to derive general and exact expressions for the 
responses.
We will find that the self-consistent calculation of 
response functions involves an inversion of some infinite 
dimension matrices originating from the enhancement. The 
convergence of these matrices with respect to the recipro­
cal lattice vectors is quite slow which makes a first 
principal computer calculation quite unmanageable. However, 
this inversion has been done analytically using tight- 
binding wave functions for the 3d electrons . A dramatic
simplification of the expressions for the response 
functions can be achieved this way. The price that 
we had to pay for this apparent oversimplification is 
the introduction of adjustable parameters for the enhance­
ment. Nevertheless, in the transverse case, a single 
parameter which is reasonably constant for all p yield 
the correct spin wave dispersion relation. The longitudi­
nal susceptibility, essentially needs three adjustable 
parameters. These are also included in the charge-charge 
response function (calculated in this work), which finally 
gives us an expression for the dielectric function e(p,u)). 
However, due to lack of data involving energy loss experi­
ments on low-energy electrons or thermal neutron inelastic
6scattering at low temperatures it is not possible to 
determine these parameters today. An estimate of these 
can definitely be obtained from the known expressions of 
the exchange-correlation potential. It is known that the 
anisotropy characteristics of e(p,oj) is negligible and 
therefore the vast amount of optical data could apparently 
be used for solving the problem. However, we will see that 
the dielectric screening is quite independent of the 
exchange-correlation in the long wavelength limit. This 
means that the optical data cannot help to determine these 
parameters needed for longitudinal response functions.
Nickel has been chosen as the test metal on grounds 
that it is reasonably itinerant with a ground state band 
splitting of 0.4 eV approximately. Orbital susceptibility 
is considerably small and is below the limits of accuracy 
of any calculation to date.
A detailed account of the derivation of all these 
response functions, plasmon dispersion relation, simpli­
fication, with tight binding model and subsequent para­
meterization of enhancement are all presented in Chapter II. 
Chapter III contains a brief description of the computer 
program. This finally leads to Chapter IV where spin-wave 
results are discussed and some words are mentioned about 
the longitudinal responses. Chapter V ends with conclud­
ing remarks.
CHAPTER II
In this chapter we will present the general method of 
calculating the response functions. Since the up and down 
spin bands are separated a longitudinal magnetic field can 
induce both a spin response which is the sum of up and down 
spin electron responses and a charge response which is the 
difference between up and down responses. Likewise, a 
charged probe can induce both charge and spin responses. A 
transverse magnetic field probe, however, does not alter the 
magnitude of the charge or spin density. Therefore in the 
latter case we only have a spin wave response. The matrix 
nature of these responses will be emphasized and general 
expressions in the local density approximation will be pre­
sented. Since a realistic computation of these general 
expressions is not possible we shall utilize a simple tight 
binding model for the d-electrons. This
simplifies the enhancement factors and reduces the computa­
tional efforts. However, it will be shown later on, that 
this simplification brings in adjustable parameters much 
to our dislike. Some analytical results will be presented 
at the end of this chapter.
II.1. Calculation of Response Functions
We begin with the calculation for the dynamic longi­
tudinal spin susceptibility of a system of bloch electrons.
7
8Recently a general many body theory has been developed by
15Vosko and Perdew for a uniform spin system and has been
applied to some transition metals by many authors (e.g.,
16 17 18McDonald et al. , Janak , and Liu, et al. ). The
treatment here is somewhat less general than this method 
since we consider only a single particle Hamiltonian con­
taining an exchange-correlation potential assuming it is 
an ordinary function of charge densities of up and down
spin electrons. The work presented here is a simplified
19 20version of the discussion by Callaway and Chatterjee '
The Hamiltonian, then, has the form (using atomic units)
H = -V2 + VQ (r) + V f (r) a,n (2.1.1)
VQ contains the terms which do not depend explicitly on
spin like the average electrostatic repulsion from the rest
of the electrons, interaction of the electron with all
nuclei, and the spin average of the exchange-correlation
potential V . Thusxc
V (r) = -2 £  J—  + 2  / ■ P(^ ‘* d 3r 1 + h (V* + V* )
|r-Ry | |r-r'| xc xc
(2.1.2)
V^(r) represents the difference potential which leads to 
magnetic order
V r) - !>(vxc - Vxc> <2-1 -3’
Finally a is the spin operator and n is the unit vector in
the direction of magnetization. V^c is assumed to be a
9function of local charge densities of up and down spin elec­
trons. The choice of this Hamiltonian to describe the 
response to a time-dependent external field is justified, to 
a reasonable first approximation when the excitation ener­
gies are small compared to the band widths. In order to 
calculate susceptibility we add to (2.1) as perturbation a 
term due to the interaction between the electron spin and 
an external time and space dependent magnetic field. For 
longitudinal susceptibility calculation this field has to 
be in the direction of magnetization of the system which we 
shall denote as the 'z' axis. The external magnetic field 
will couple with the electron density. Therefore, in view 
of this, it is useful to add an interaction term coming from 
a spin-independent external potential of the same wavelength 
and frequency as the magnetic field. We will denote these 
perturbations together as
where y is the Bohr magnetron and g is the free-electron g 
13
factor, and
Kg is a reciprocal lattice vector and is an arbitrary 
phase factor. In this longitudinal case there will be an 
induced change of spin and charge densitv. The calculation 
of response can be carried out using time-dependent perturba-
(2.1.4)
B = Bq c o s  [ (p + Kg) • r - ait] 
u = uQ cos [ (p + Kg) •? - ut + tj>]
(2.1.5)
Here, is the wave vector restricted in the Brillouin zone
10
tion technique with due care to the requirement that it is 
done self-consistently. This implies that the dependence 
of VQ and in (2.1) on electron density p must be included 
properly.
If only a first order change in the density for each 
spin is considered
Po (r,t) = p (Jo) (r) + crpa (r,t) (2.1.6)
The total Hamiltonian can be expressed as
H = H (pi;) + H. + H . o o 1 ext (2.1.7)
where Ho (po) is the unperturbed Hamiltonian for the system 
before the external field is applied,
Hext = ^ g yB Baz + u ' and
H. = 5V + 6V_ a 1 o f z
= E 
o '
+ %
+ 32
6pa ' (r) 32 / — ----  d r '
r-r'
9V 9Vxc , xc
<5p i pa 1
6 p * o Ko 1 z
(2.1.8)
(2.1.8)
Let us define the first order changes in electron number 
density (n) and magnetization (m) as
Sp = E 6 P m  
0" 0
(2.1.9)
11
and 6m = 6p - 6p = - E (a") 6p „ (2.1.10)
where (a") is +1 (-1) for up spin (down spin) electrons. 
With the help of definitions (2.9) and (2.10), can now 
be written as
H1 = r-r' a'  a'
9 Vxc
dpa"
6 p
9V
£ (a")
a '
xc
3p0"
6m
9Va 'xc% Z (a1)
o ’a" po"
9V
6p - h  Z (a'a") xc 6
9po"
m
(2.1.11)
we shall express 6p(r,t) and 6m(r,t) in Fourier series:
6p(r,t) = E 6p(p.,co) exp{i(p.*r - cot)} + c.c
j 3 3
6m(r,t) = E 6m(p.,co) exp i (p . • i  -  cot)} + c-c
j 3 3
(2.1 .12)
(2.1.13)
where p^ = p + K ^ b e i n g  a reciprocal lattice vector and 
p being restricted within the Brillouin zone.
The Coulomb term in can now be expressed as
12
2 / ^   ^ d 3r' = 2 Z 8p(p.,u>) / exp |i (j$ . • r ' - tot)l-
Ir-r'I j I r-r'
d r
+ c-c
2 Z 6p (pj ,to) exp|i(p_.-r - wt)|
3
3^ ^ TJ — ^
I  exp (-ip.-R) ---- + c-c where R = r-r'
3 R
8 7T -)■ / ^  ^ \
= Z  ~ 6p(p.,uj) exp <i (p . • r - wt)>+ c-c
j P j  ] 1 3  ,
= Z 6. . 6p(p. ,w) expii (p . -r - cot)l
i t j Pj 3 3 ( 1 1
+ c-c (2.1.14)
The derivatives of the exchange correlation potential (v^c )
are periods in the lattice and therefore they can be
expanded in Fourier series with plane waves of wave vectors
{K } i.e., the reciprocal lattice vectors, m
8Va '
. . h Z (a") =  Z d (K ) exp (iK -r) (2.1.15)
o ' a "  p a "  m m m
where
V ° '
a<Km> = “ a  k o'o" (0,,) d r (2.1.161
The integration in (2.16) is performed over the unit cell 
of volume fi.
Thus using (2.15) and (2.13) we get
13
9V
% Z (a") -J-2S. 6m(r,t)
a 'a" pa"
= Z d(K ) exp(iK -r) 6 m  (p.,w) exp si (p. *r - cot) J- + C' 
m m 3 1 3  /m,]
= Z d(Km ) exp|i (Km+Kj) *r^ 6m(Pj,w) exp|i(p»r - wt)|
m,3 
+ c • c
Z d(K^-Kj) exp(i K^-r) 6m(Pj,w) exp|i(p*r - cot)|
1/3
+ H-c
= £ d^j 6m (Pj,u) exp|i(p^*r - wt)^ + H*c (2.1.17)
i/3
where d .. = d(K.- K .). 
13 1 3
The technique involved to arrive at (2.14) and (2.17) can 
be applied to all the terms in which will then reduce to
H1 =- [jaij 60 ^  5” <Pj,“)J
x exp|i(p^*r - (Dt)J’ + H*c (2.1.18)
+ ib±j 6p(p_.,uj) - c±j 6m (Pj
where
Vfp,) = (2.1.19)
P 3
14
3V
aij = V- (p^  6—  + ^  f  * 1
a 1
xc
c  ^ i:> si o'o" 9po"
exp { i < W  . ?}r> d 3r
(2.1.20)
d .  .
i j
13
c . .
i j
~ f  k  Z (o") a XC exp <i(K.- K .) • r > d r
U B o'ct" pa" I 1 3 *
3V°'
7) f  % 1 (o') • anX-- exp ii (K. -K .) • rl d3r
Si a 1 a" 9p"" I 1 3 >
(2.1.21)
(2.1.22)
1 d V °  i \ l.
= j ;  f  h  I (o'a") exp<i(K.-K.) • r > dJr (2.1.23)
U fi 0 .OM Pn" V 1 3 t
We use (2.18) and (2.5) to construct the perturbation term
H in the total Hamiltonian (2.7).
P
H = H. + H . p 1 ext
= I
ij
a±j 6p(Pj,w) - 5m(pj,03) + k 5ls itf>1 u  e  y > l s  o  J
+ <b. . 6p(p.,co) - c. . 6m(p.,co) + % 6 . g yn B I a ij j ij j is B o i z
exp|i(p^*r - cot) | + H-c (2.1.24)
Each term in (2.24) is of the form
(a + 8 o ) exp{i(p.-r - cot)} + H *c (2.1.24a) 
2 3
The response of the system to the perturbation Hp can 
now be extracted from the linear response of the system to 
plane waves like e x p { i ( P j ’r - cot)} by using first-order 
time dependent perturbation theory. Details of this 
calculation which is adapted from the work of Callaway and
15
Wang are given in Appendix 1. Thus the Fourier coeffi­
cients of the induced changes in electron number density 
and magnetization are
Sp(pt ,u)) = [x<°> (PrWjjtj « + [xpo1 (P»w)]tj
and
3 + c • c
(2.1.25a)
3 + c*c
(2.1.25b)
X°'s are called the non-self consistent susceptibility 
functions. Besides obtaining charge susceptibility to an 
electric potential x?n and spin susceptibility to a mag- 
netic field X^°^ r we also obtain spin susceptibility to an 
electric potential X^°^/ and charge susceptibility to a 
magnetic field Xp°^ * Since spin-orbit coupling has not 
been included in the Hamiltonian (2.7) our band wave- 
functions are eigenstates of o a n d  therefore these four
response functions can be generated from the individual
susceptibilities of up and down spin electron separately. 
These latter response functions are denoted by and 
and are given by
= _i fn o (^ ) ~ £^ a (^ +P )
rtja m  An* E £a (k+^ ) ' En a (k)-a)-in
<nka |exp (-ipt *r) | £k+pa> <£k+pa lexp (iPj *r) |nica> (2.1.26)
In (2.27) f (k) is the ground state (T = 0) occupation 
number of the band state |nita>; EnQ (it) is the energy for the 
band state |nito> and n is an infinitesimally small +ve real
16
number
With this definition of T in (2.27) the four x ° ' s  c a n
be expressed in terms of them as
(2.1.27)
(2.1.28)
Substituting the values of a and 6 from (2.1.24) in
(2.1.25) the total response of the system can be written 
in matrix form as follows.
a, b, d, and d are squre matrices in the reciprocal 
lattice vectors.
Rearranging 6p and 6m terms in (2.29) and considering 
a single frequency in the external field (proportional 
to exp(-iait)) we get the following matrix equation.
/ \ U
6p = x'° ta^P ~ 36m + exp(i(J>)]
P P ^
+ x ^  [b6 p - c6m +Apo K
(2.1.29a)
c6m + ---  B ] + c*c
4 o
(2.1.29b)
In (2.29) 6p, 6m, u , and Bq are column matrices and x °
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(o) (o).
1 - Xpp a - Xpo b
- x <0)a - X (0)Aap cjo
v (o)d + X (0)cApp Apa
(o) , . (o), , (o)
Aap ^oo Aaa c/
(O) / “
pa u
2
(o) gyB
aa J 4
exp (itf)) 
B
(2.1.30)
/
Self susceptibility functions (x's) &re defined as 
/ \ \ / u r
App ^po
XOp ^00
—  exp (itf))
gy
(2.1.31)
B B
4 o
A comparison of (2.30) and (2.31) reveals that the self 
consistent susceptibilities are related to x°'s by the 
following equation
PP Xpa
lop laa - X
(o)a
PP
(O)
- xpa b
(o) ,X d ,
APP + x (0)Apa
<o)aop
(o)
xaa b I + x (0)d +Aap
(o)
X0a
(o)
PP
(o)
xpa
(o)
op
(o)
Aaa /
-1
/
(2.1.32)
The dielectric function e is defined to be the ratio 
between the externally applied potential and the total 
potential that a spinless test charge sees at any point 
in the system. In terms of the response functions x in 
(2.32), then, the dielectric matrix e(p,u)) can be written 
as
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[e(p,w)-1]tj = + V c (pt) [xpp(p,w)]tj (2.1.33)
Thus far we have seen if the magnetic field is 
applied parallel to the spin alignment of the system, 
the response of the system becaomes quite complicated due 
to the fact that the field couples to the change density as 
well as spin density.
Transverse susceptibility, on the other hand is simple, 
since the magnetic field applied perpendicular tothe spin 
alignment does not change the magnitude of the spin 
density; it rather rotates the - spin density. As a conse­
quence p does not change. Transverse susceptibility is 
interesting because it gives rise to spin waves as collec­
tive modes which have been studied with inelastic-neutron
scattering experiments. A simplified version of the
12 21discussion by Callaway and Wang and Callaway and March
on transverse susceptibility is presented here. We start 
with the Hamiltonian is the same as in (2.7) except for the 
absence of the term H^. This would not yield a self con­
sistent solution since the additional term due to the 
rotation of n is ignored.
H = -V^ + V (r) + V.(r) o • n + a • B (2.1.34)o r d
n is the unit vector in the direction of spin alignment 
which is called the z axis and B is the rotating magnetic
19
field applied in the xy plane as given by
B = B [x cos (p -r - tot) + y sin (p -r - tot)] (2.1.35)O 3 5
The interaction Hamiltonian Hgxt is, then,
H . = o • Bext ■‘^ B
= h g v B BQ [a_ exp{i(ps *r - tot)}
o exp{-i(p -r - tot)}] (2.1.36)
I 3
A
If n is not allowed to rotate the corresponding response 
of the system would be the non-self consistent one. The 
induced change of magnetization will have two parts 6m 
and 6m + coming from the terms in Hgxt containing o and o+ 
respectively.
XfiS* + (Pt 'w) “ tX(0) (p,to) ] (2.1.37)
6m *■ ++ ts 4
where the transverse susceptibility X+°^ is given by
tx+_(p, )]ts =
= ^L £ fn t (k) - f£l<k+P>
n£lc (k+p) - En+ (Jc) + to - in
“K i .<nktI a exp(-ip *r) |£ k+pl> <£ k+pl|a_ exp(ip *r) |nkt>
T  t  S
(2.1.38)
We also find that
20
[X(0) (P,w)]ts = [ x ) ° } (P»u) ]gt (2.1.39)
— *f"
As mentioned earlier, one has to include effects due to
A
rotation of n to get a self consistent solution. The
A
first order change in n is
6n - —  (6m x + 6m y) (2.1.40)
o z ^
where M q is the ground state magnetization
M = P. - P. (2.1.41)
O  4- T
and
6m = (6m + 6m_)/2X « —
6m = (6m - 6 )/2i (2.1.42)y + m-
This means that the exchange-correlation field rotates
6V^ = a • 6n = A(r) [6m+ a_ + 6m_ a+] (2.1.43)
where A(r) is given by
V-(r)
A (r) = -±—  (2.1.44)
M0 (r)
The effective perturbation term in the Hamiltonian, 
then, is not only just the external field contribution, 
but also the term arising due to this rotating exchange- 
correlation field 6Vf(r). Therefore the total perturba­
tion Hp is given by
H = I [Jsgiu 6 . B + A. . 6m (p. w) ] a_ exp{i(p.-r - cot) > p . .  b is o + x
1 1 J
+ H-c (2.1.45)
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where
, V- (r) -i(K.-K.)-r -
A.  . = £ f  — — -—  e 1 J d r  (2.1.46)
13 fl MQ (r)
From first order time dependent perturbation theory we 
can show that the change of induced magnetization 6m+ due 
to a perturbation
a a _ exp{i(p^-r - tut) } + H-c is
6m+ (pt ,aj) = [ x ^  (pfw)]tj a + c-c (2.1.47)
Therefore the expression for <5m+ when Hp is applied on 
the system is
6m+ = Bq + A Sm+ ] + c-c (2.1.48)
response of the system to a single frequency in the 
external field. (Proportional to exp(-iwt)) is
<$m+ = x<?> B0 + A 6m+ J
or
6m+ = (1 - Ax°_)-1 x i° J  ( h g v B Bq)
- X+_ (%gyB Bo) (2.1.49)
where
X+_ = (1 - X<!> A)"1 x|?} (2.1.50)
is called the self-consistent susceptibility.
This is very similar to the RPA result obtained from 
the Hubbard Hamiltonian
where I is the adjustable electron interaction parameter. 
However, equation (2.48) is more general in the sense that 
we have found a matrix A instead of a scaler I.
We shall see later that the spin-wave spectrum will 
result from the poles of the expression x in (2.1.50) 
or in other words, the spin-wave modes are governed by 
the solutions of the determinantal equation
det |H - A | = 0 (2.1.52)
Thus we see that given all the band wave-functions <nko|
and an explicit expression for the exchange-correlation
potential V° (p°,p) it is possible to generate both the xc
longitudinal and transverse response functions of the 
magnetic system.
Since it is known that only the d-bands are important 
for explaining the magnetic behavior of 3d-transition 
metals one can concentrate only on the predominantly d- 
like bands for calculating the response functions. The 
fact that the overlap between d orbitals on different 
sites is small leads one immediately to a tight-binding 
approximation for 3d-electrons.
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II.2. Tight-binding Approximation for d-bands
The tight binding approximation the d-band wave func­
tion can be written as
¥ (k,p) = -7^  Z c  . exp(iic*R ) u. (r-k ) (2.2.1)no /N ^ noi ^ y 1 y
Here N is the total number of atoms in the lattice, R ' s
are lattice vectors. U.'s for the 3d transition metals1
can be assumed to be obtainable from a common radial func­
tion.
ui (r) = R3d (r) (r), i=l, 2, -- 5. (2.2.2)
where 's are the Kubic harmonics of order two. They are 
as given below
ki  - V i  w '*2 
k2 = V i  yz/r2
K3 = V l f  zx/r2 (2.2.3)
K4 = V i  <x2-y2>/2r2
_ /iff z2 - (x2 + v 2)/2
5 “ I T U  2’ r
For calculating the non-interacting response functions x °
we need to evaluate the matrix element, M „ defined as
n J6
. -y
— ip • r
Mn £(ps) = <nlc | e s | £ k+p> (2.2.4)
With the help of (2.2.1) this can be written as
where the spin indices are absorbed in the band indices n 
and £. The integral in (2.2.5) is
= / u* (r-R^) e r Ujtr-R^,) d3r
* + -iPs ‘ (?+R)
= / u± (r) e s y u.. (r+R— R ^ ,) d r
If we neglect the overlap between 's at different sites,
the last integral will be
-ip -R * -ip *r _
= 6 , e s y / u. (r) e s u.(r) dJr (2.2.6)
jj jj l j
Using (2.2.6) in (2.2.5) the matrix element M 0 isn x<
. -> *>* -ip •r -
Mn£ = Z cni ^  c£j (k+P* ^ ^(r) e s u. (r) d r (2.2.7)
1 f J
-ipg *r
The plane wave e can be expanded in terms of
spherical Bessel Functions and Legendre polynomials
. -* -»*
-ip ’r 0
e = 2 (~i) (2Z + 1) (pgr) P£ (cos 0 r ) (2 .2 .8)
where 0p r is the angle between pg and r.
Therefore,
25
* - i P g ’r 3
I..(pc) = f  u. (r) e u . (r) d r
J-J S I  J
= I (-i)£ { 2 1 + 1) [/ r L  j„ ( P  r) r2 dr]
£=0
/ K. (r) P„ (cos 0 ) K . (r) da
1 "s
where a denotes solid angle. The details of the calcula­
tions of the angular and radial integrals in (2.2.29) are 
given in Appendix 2.
Equation (2.2.7) is then 
Mn£ = .Z . cni ^  C l j ^ + P )  I±j<PS> (2 .2.10)
ii]
Using this expression for the matrix element in (2.1.26) 
we get the non-self consistent susceptibility for spi,n 
'a' electrons as
f _ 1 „ f n a < * >  " f £ a ^ + P }
s t a  NS3 n£k E^o (k+p) - En a (k) - u> - in
Z c . (it) c n . (k+p) c . , (it) c„ (it+p) ...... nai l o j  ^ nai1 l a  ^
i)i ]'
or
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(p,u>) I± . j . (Pt) (2.2.11)
where
a ,-»■ . 1
’ij ,i' j ' (p,U)) “ M n£)t E £o(k+p) - Ena (it) - a) - in
f (it) - f„ (k+p) na  £a ^
r*" -*■. _ / +,
nai
(2 .2.12)
Now we want to throw all these equations with indices into 
matrix equations. It is worthwhile to recall that the 
indices i,j etc. originate from the five Kubic harmonics. 
Therefore, we can have 25 possible values of the combina­
tion (ij), although 15 of them are independent. A close
examination of expression (2 .2 .12) shows that y?. .,
1 J f 1 J
can be represented as an element of (25 x 25) matrix y
of which only 325 elements are independent. Let us define
a matrix I of dimension (25 x °°) such that one of its
element is I ..(p ). This value of “ is coming in the ij s
matrix dimension because pg can have infinite possible 
values. So, (2.2.11) in matrix form will be
(2.2.13)
where r is a matrix of dimension (°° x °o)a
If g and h are matrices such that
g - y + Y ana n = y - y , (2.2.14)
we can write the sum and the difference of r°'s as
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r+ + r+ = i Tg i  and r+ - r4 = iThi
(2.2.15)
Then, equation (2.1.32) for the self-consistent response 
functions can be written in the following matrix form
xpp xpa |  / u  + lT (gIa + hlb) - IT (gId + hie)
■xop xaoJ 1- IT (gib + hla) n  + IT (gIc + hid)
T T- I gl - I hi
T T
I hi I gl.
(2.2.16)
where U  is the identity matrix.
Let us define the following (25 x °°) matrices.
= gla + hlb
L2 = gId + hlc (2.2.17)
L3 = gib + hla
= glc + hid
Now we shall see how the inversion of the (2«° x 2°°) matrix 
in (2.2.16) can be performed analytically due to the 
simplified form of its elements in our tight-binding 
approximation scheme. To be more specific the problem of 
inverting this infinite matrix reduces to that of invert­
ing some (25 x 25) matrices which can be easily be done in 
a computer. Along with definition (2.2.17) let us also 
define the following (25 x 25) matrices.
X ± = L± IT , i = 1, ... 4. (2.2.18)
The matrix to be inverted simplifies to the following 
form using (2.2.17)
T Tn  + i lx - i l2
T- I L.
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(2.2.19)
H  + I L .
If we call this matrix as
/a bA
C
its inverse can be written as
/
(A - BD-1C)-1 
(D - CA_1B) CA-1
- (A - BD-1C )_1 BD-1
(D - CA_1 B )-1
(2 .2 .20)
Now
-1 T -1
a  = ( n  + i l ;l)
= Z (-l)n (ITL.)n 
n=0
= IE - IT (IE + A ^  _1 L1
(2.2.21)
With (2.2.21) as an example, we can evaluate all the terms 
in (2.2.20) rather easily. These are shown in Appendix 3.
Finally, we get the following expressions for longi­
tudinal response functions.
X = - IT [{H  + X± -  X2 (IE + A4)"1 A3 r 1
{g - A2 (H + A4)-1h}] I
x„„ = iT [{n + a, - A, (n + An)-1 a0}_1koa
-1{g - A (IE + Ax) x h}] I
(2.2.22)
(2.2.23)
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x p a  = i T [ { n  + A x - a 2 ( n  + x 4 )_ 1 X 3 } " 1
{ X 2 (n + a4)-1 g - h}] I (2.2.24)
*op = - l T t{ n  + X 4 - A3 <“  + X ! ) ' 1 V '1
{Xj (H + A^ -1 g - h}] I (2.2.25)
In the case of transverse susceptibility the non-self 
consistent term is (from (2.1.38))
(2.2.26)<x°+ ) s t  = Z.  l i j t P s )  j '
where
_+ = _4 fn+ (^  ~ f£i(k+P>
Yij,i,j' Nft n££ E£f(k+p) - En+(ic) + w - in
cn U (^ } c£tj(k+P }* cn + i ' C£ij'(k+^ ) (2.2.27)
In matrix rotation (2.2.26) can be written as
X°+ = IT Y_+ I (2.2.28)
The self consistent susceptibility for the transverse 
magnetic field is then (from (2.1.50))
x_+ = (H - x ! + A )"1 x ° + (2.2.29)
Equation (2.2.29) requires the inversion of a matrix of 
dimension (°° x °°) . However, the problem is simplified if 
the technique in (2.2.21) is used here. Thus,
(IE - X° A )-1 = (H - IT y"+ IA)"1
= IE + IT (n - a )"1 y~+ IA (2.2.30)
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where a = y-+ IAIT (2.2.31)
Using (2.2.30) in (2.2.29) ,
X_+ = IT [(H - a )-1 y"+] I (2.2.32)
II.3. Approximations, Limits and Simple Models
A well known approximation for studying the response
functions is the neglect of the matrix nature of the
quantities involves. This means that the 'local-fields1
are disregarded. In that case the quantities T, a, b,
c and d will no longer be matrices but rather scaler
quantities. For the case of transverse susceptibility
22Edwards and Rahaman have argued that this approximation 
is reasonably reliable. In the case of longitudinal sus­
ceptibility considerable simplification can be achieved in 
this way since the matrices involved, therein, would be 
reduced to ( 2 x 2 )  dimension. Then, it is quite easy to 
invert the matrix in (2.1.32) which would finally yield 
the following expression for the four longitudinal response 
functions.
^ o o  ~ ( r i  + r * + 4a r + r +) / D (2.3.1)
^op  ~ <r t  - 4b  r + ) / D (2.3.2)
^ p a  “ - ( r i ' -  F + -  4b  r + r + ) / D (2.3.3)
XPP " <r i + r  + + 4c r + r + ) / D
(2.3.4)
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where
d = i + (r+ + r +) (a + c) + (r+ - r+) (b + d)
+ 4 r . r . (ac - bd) (2.3.5)
T Y
One can extract an expression for x a a which is compatible 
with the corresponding expression given by Izuyama et al. 
by putting a = -c = v/2 and b = 0. Then
rt + r+ + 2v r r
x0o = - . 2 r r <2 -3 -6'1 -  V r + r +
However, there is an essential difference here. For a
strong ferromagnet (i.e., = 0) (2.3.6) reduces to
where (2.3.1) yields
X = r./[l + T. (a + 2b + c)] (2.3.7)Aao t t
Now let us investigate the paramagnetic limit for the 
expressions (2.3.1 to 2.3.5). For a paramagnetic system 
= P, = p/2 and T . = T ,  = T . In this configuration b
T Y T Y
vanishes.
x (o) = r. + r = 2r = (2.3.8)Aao f 4- App
D = 1 + 2T (a + c) + 4 T 2 ac (2.3.9)
Then one obtains
Xpo “ Xop = 0 (2.3.10)
x (o)
xao “ ----E£— 7 (2-3-U)1 (o)1 -  a  x
A PP
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(o)
x'
x = -----  , V (2.3.12)
PP . , (o)1 + c x JAao
The parameter c in (2.3.12) is normally negative and so
(2.3.12) yields the well-known stoner susceptibility. The
longitudinal dielectric constant is (from 2.1.33)
e = (1 + vc Xpp)-1 (2.1.33)
In the paramagnetic limit, with the help of (2.3.12), 
(2.1.33) reduces to
(o)
v  X
1 - (a - vc> x j f
e = -----     (2.3.13)
This expression for the dielectric constant agrees with
23that obtained by Singhal and Callaway
The parameter c can be obtained from the known expres­
sions for the exchange-correlation potential. Let us
24consider the simple Kohn-Sham approximation for the 
exchange-correlation potential (only exchange is included) 
whereby
= -6a ( 3 p o / 4 v ^ 1 / 3  (2.3.14)
where 'a1 is the standard 1xa1 parameter. Since the matrix 
nature of c is ignored for this discussion,
k1/3 i (o\ 2/3 d3r (2.3.15)
o
vxc
n
For a free-electron gas in the limit p -*■ o and w = 0, with 
a = 2/3,
This agrees with the Hartree-Fock result of Herring"*" and
4
also with Rajagopal et al. .
II.4. Adjustable Parameters
At the onset we said that one does not need any 
additional parameters besides those which go into 
determining the band structure of the magnetic system.
In order to simplify the calculation of the self- 
consistent susceptibility, we had to resort to the 
tight-binding scheme of decoupling the matrix element 
in the expressions for the response functions. This, 
as a consequence, requires a calculation of the band- 
structure using interpolation method. Although the band 
energies produced by this type of band structure calcula­
tion are reasonably reliable one can never reproduce the 
correct charge density from the resulting band wave- 
functions. This means that the parameters a, b, and c 
cannot be determined with enough accuracy since these are 
the Fourier transforms of derivatives of exchange corre­
lation potential which are functions of local charge and 
spin densities. These charge densities can certainly- 
be obtained from other sophisticated band calculations 
which would yield a sort of 'first-principle' values of
34
a, b, and c. However, this would not be a self-consistent 
approach by any means.
Therefore it is worthwhile to investigate if one can 
replace these quantities (a, b, and c) with some adjust­
able parameters which stay reasonably constant for the 
range of p and w of interest. In the case of transverse 
susceptibility it is found to work for a certain range of 
momentum transfers p in the limit p -*■ 0 .
Let us see what it means for the transverse suscepti­
bility. The exchange-correlation enhancement is involved 
in the matrix (1 - a) ^ in equation (2.2.32) when is 
given by equation (2.2.31),
- +  T . 
a = y I A I (2.2.31)
We shall assume A(k„ - k ) = A 6,Si m p Jom (2.4.2)
Here A^ is the adjustable parameter. Then
Y' + i k  l k l p t ) A p l - j l p p
= Ap Z Y 
k
- + (2.4.3)
where
(2.4.3)
spin waves are obtained when 
det | n  - a | = 0 (2.4.4)
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Equation (2.4.4) gives the dispersion relation of the spin 
waves in terms of the adjustable parameter A w h i c h  can 
then be evaluated by matching this dispersion relation 
with that found experimentally.
In the case of longitudinal susceptibility three
adjustable parameters are needed and a similar simpli­
fication can be done in the expressions (2 .2 .22) to
(2.2.25). Thus by using (2.2.17) in conjunction with 
(2.2.18) we get
(V i j  = teij Ik (p£> *a Ij <p£>
+ hik ^  (p5,) Ab Ij (ps,) 5 (2.4.5)
= Aa J ekj + Ab J hik 3kj
where X , X, , and A are adjustable parameters corres-
d  D  C
ponding to a, b, and c matrices. Similarly X ^ ,  X X ^ t 
and A matrices can be written in terms of these parameters 
and 8 matrix.
CHAPTER III
In this chapter a few of the intricasies of the
calculations will be' discussed. The procedure involves
3 major steps. First, the band structure is calculated
to. generate the band energies Encj(k) and the band wave
functions ^cnaj_^^* Secondly, the y's appearing in
equations (2.2.12) and (2.2.27) are computed using the
band energies and wave functions calculated in the first
step. y is complex and so its real and imaginary parts
need to be calculated. We calculate the imaginary part
25first, using Lehmann and Taut tetrahedron Brillouin 
Zone integration method. The real part is then evaluated 
by Hilbert transforming the imaginary part. Finally, for 
the enhancement matrix i^j's in (2.2.9) are evaluated.
Once these above mentioned steps are completed the 
values of the,expression for the enhanced response func­
tions for longitudinal (Equations (2.2.22) to (2.2.25)) 
and transverse (Equation (2.2.32)) can easily be obtained.
III.l. Calculation of Band Structure of Nickel
The "combined interpolation scheme" of Ehrenreich
26 27and Hodges adopted by Weling and Callaway is used
here for a semi-emphirical band structure of Nickel.
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The main objective here is to obtain Nickel energy bands 
which agree with results from photoemission experiments 
and is at the same time in accord with Fermi surface 
measurements. This kind of band structure would certainly 
be more successful in explaining the magnetic properties 
than any first principle calculation since these proper­
ties are sensitive to exchange splitting.(First principle 
calculations are known to produce higher exchange split­
ting) .
The basis set for this interpolation scheme contains 
five LCAO's and four OPW's. The LCAO's are combinations 
of five atomic wavefunctions which have the following 
angular functions (Kubic Harmonics) associated with them:
2, ... 4. The basic idea involved in this kind of calcu­
lation is to parametrize the LCAO-LCAO, LCAO-OPW and OPW- 
OPW matrix elements of the Hamiltonian. Spin orbit 
coupling is ignored. For paramagnetic bands, then, we 
would need fourteen parameters which can be determined 
from experimental energy values at certain symmetry points. 
Ferromagnetic bands are obtained by adding two more
38
parameters in the LCAO-LCAO block. These additional
parameters correspond to the t£ g and e^ level splittings.
Spin splitting of = 0.4 eV and a = 0.1 eV have been
2 g eg
found to yield satisfactory band energies without producing
x 2 hole pocket as supported by de Haas-Van Alphen measure­
ments of Nickel Fermi-surface.
A k-mesh is generated such that one has sixteen
divisions along the A axis from T to x point in the
Brillouin Zone. This means that there are 505 k points
ttlthe irreducible part of the Brillouin Zone (i.e., 1/48
of the Brillouin Zone). The resulting band structure is
shown in Fig. 1.
Since the major contribution to magnetic excitations
comes from the d-bands we need to retain only those bands
whose projections on the five LCAO basis vectors are more
than those on the OPW's. A small program was written to
separate the predominantly d-type bands from the rest and
then to renormalize them using the LCAO components only.
However, although the five new band wave functions do not
contain any s character, the corresponding band energies
retain the effects of s-d hybridization. This seems to
be the best thing one can do in order to extract the d-
bands from any band structure calculation. The alterna-
7
tive approach as used by Lowde and Windsor is to use only 
LCAO's in the band structure calculation. This does not 
reproduce all the finer details of the band measurements 
at all k points.
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III.2. Computation of the Imaginary and Real Parts of y .
Major portion of computational effort went into the 
evaluation of the matrix elements y?? .,., or y7* .,ij fi j ,l ]
given by equations (2.2.12) and (2.2.27) respectively. Let 
us write these expressions here again. For the longi­
tudinal response functions we need
oo . 1 „ f (k) - f„ (k+p)
--------25--------
E*„<k+£» - En o (k) - “ - iT| 
°noi(i‘) C*cj(k+P> cnai'(K) °toj'(k+P>
(3.2.1)
and, for the transverse susceptibility the following is 
needed:
-+ , 1 „ fn + (k) - fM (k+PJ
nJlk E^(k+p) - En  ^(k) + oj - in
cnt i (K) c*+jtk+P) °n+i'(K) ° U j ' (k+P)
(3.2.2)
The band wave functions and energies are obtained from
section III.l. The Jt sum involved in (3.2.1) and (3.2.2)
2 8extends over the whole Brillouin Zone. Singhal has shown 
that this sum can be reduced to that in the irreducible 
subzone. If operators 3 and a belong to the cubic group 
such that
3p = p and ap = p ' (3.2.3)
where p' is a member of a star of p, then
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tt fn o (^ )" f £ a ,(k+a" 1 P)im y . , . , (p,u>) = — ^  Z Z / ds - 2 2 ------*2---- ^ ----  *
J ' J {2tt) a £ | grad An£ (k,a p) |
Z Z D. (6a) D.k (6a) D. , , (6a) D.,., (6a) *
6 ab 3b 1 a 11 b
a ’b 1
Cn a a (k) C £a'b(k+a p) Cnoa' (k) C £a'b,(k+a p) *
(3.2.4)
where D^a (Q) is an element of the representation matrix 
describing the rotation of the orbital (r) under the 
operation 0. Here the surface integral is taken over 
all it belonging to the irreducible Brillouin subzone, 
satisfying the condition that
An £ (^ ,a~1,p) = Eno ^  ” E £a' (^ + ”lp) = W (3.2.5)
The surface integral is performed by the tetrahadron
25method of Lehman and Taut . The details of this method
is also given in Appendix 4.
A small computer program selects the k vectors m  the
Brillouin Zone and at each of these points calculates
Cn^ (it) (it + p) . To calculate this product, the cor-
responding subzone members of k and k + p ,  i.e., k ands z
(k + p) are found and then the wave functions s z
C . (it ) and C 0 . ( (it + p) ) are rotated to yield ni sz sz
c  . (it) c n . (it + p ) .
ni &D
In another program the imaginary part of y as given 
by equation (3.2.4) is calculated for a given p for a
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range of values of go. First the operators B and a are
found out for the given p. Then for each a the following
sum over B is done for each k in the subzone,
1 c n i  ( Ba i t )  ( B a i t  + p) Cn i , ( Ba i t )  C ^ . ' t B a i c  + p) .
This is equivalent to
£ £ D. (Ba) D., ( B a )  D . . , (Ba) D. ,,, (Ba) *
B ab ia 1 3  3 b
a ' b 1
Cn a (S) C £b(5" + a_1 Cn a ' C £b' ^  a 1 P>
Subsequently the surface integral and the sum over n, £ 
and a appearing in (3.2.4) are done in sequence. The 
imaginary part is calculated for two different go meshes. 
The coarse go mesh is set up such that Imy vanishes near 
both ends of the linear mesh. This is needed for calcu­
lating the real part of y. The fine mesh is set up so 
that the region near the peak position of Imy can be 
studied in detail.
The real part of y is the Hilbert transform given by 
the principal-value integral
oo' ..
. . i Im y ...... (p,go' )
Real (5,») = P / ^  3 ----  du.' (3.2.6)
J J GO 1 -  GO
Both the fine and coarse mesh values of Imy are used to 
calculate Real y at fine mesh g o ' s .
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III.3. Computation of the Form Factors I ..(p ).
______________________________________ 1 j s
Equation (2.2.9) describes the form factor 1^^ which
includes the 3d radial function R^fr). As shown in
Appendix 2 this radial function is expanded in terms of
five Slater-type orbitals. The coefficients and exponents
29for these orbitals are taken from Roothan's table for 
the configuration (3d)^4s^ of Nickel.
When adjustable parameters are used the matrix B 
given by equation (2.4.3) appears in all enhancement 
matrices.
Bkj " I  W  l3-3ai
It has been observed that the sum does not converge 
rapidly. This is the reason why we have to carry out 
this sum with a large number of reciprocal lattice 
vectors. Equations (A.2.11) to (A.2.13) in Appendix 2 
show that the convergence is governed by the term £/p£ 
where £ is the sum of the two largest exponents coming 
from the Slater orbitals. Therefore (3.3.1) will con­
verge when
P£ »  C
The largest £ used in this calculation is about 21, which 
means that more than a thousand reciprocal lattice vectors 
have to be used in the sum in equation (3.3.1).
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The final test of the validity of all the approxima­
tions and models used will be to generate the experimental 
spin-wave spectrum with a single adjustable parameter.
The primary goal of this work is to find the value of 
this adjustable paramter in order to get the spin wave 
energies for the five p values considered in this work 
on a single parabola. For a certain value of this para­
meter it has been possible to bring these seven points
in the dispersion plot around a best fit curve which is
3 2irreasonably close to a parabola for p < g-(~) • Tbe
average spin-wave stiffness calculated from this curve 
o
is 530 meV A which is reasonably close to the value 550
°2 32meV A (Lynn and Mook) measured so far. The details
of this transverse susceptibility results are given in 
section IV.2. Section IV.1. deals with the band struc­
ture calculation.
For the parallel susceptibility it is difficult to do 
meaningful comparison because of non-existence of any 
reliable measurements. The scattered intensity in 
unpolarized neutron scattering experiments is so much 
governed by the spin waves that it is extremely difficult 
to separate out the small parallel scattering intensity 
with reasonable precision. Due to this lack of experi-
43
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IV.1. The Semi-empirical Band Structure of Nickel
The ferromagnetic band structure of nickel due to 
27Weling and Callaway is shown in Figure FIV.1.1. Their
'combined interpolation' method produced a satisfactory
fit with the experimental data from Eberhardt and 
31Plummer. The splittings for t„ and e levels had to
2g g
be considered unequal to avoid the creation of any spin 
down hole pocket associated with x2 - This non-existence 
of x „ , hole pocket on the Fermi-surface has been observedZ T
in all de Haas-Van Alphen effect measurements. The 
following splitting parameters have been used,
2a = 0.4 eV , 2a = 0.1 eV 
2g eg
The Fermi energy and the magnetic moment as calculated 
from this band structure in Fig. FIV.1.1 are found to be
Ep = 0.0548 eV and y = 0.56 yB
The spin splitting is observed to be k dependent pri­
marily due to the s-d hybridization. The large difference 
between e^ and t2g symmetries also contributes to this 
wave vector dependence of the spin splitting of the d- 
like bands.
It has to be mentioned here that we had to select
the first six lowest (in energy) bands from this band calr*
culation and retain only the orbital components of them since the 
tight binding approximation to tte band wave function (used for
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mental data it is not possible to evaluate the three 
adjustable parameters needed for self-consistent longi­
tudinal susceptibility from experiments. However, they 
may be calculated from the first-principle band results, 
for the charge densities and p . This is done in 
section IV.3 and the corresponding values of dynamic 
longitudinal susceptibility and dielectric constant
for p = —  (1 .00) and —^  (2 .00) are also reported there.
8a 8a
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susceptibility calculation) included only the orbital 
components. It has been observed in our calculation that 
renormalization of the band wave function does not 
noticable affect the susceptibility results. This is 
not surprising since the main contribution to the 
magnetic property is supposed to come from the dominant 
d-type bands lying close to the Fermi level.
IV.2. Dynamic Transverse Susceptibility
Using the lowest six bands of nickel from the band 
structure in Figure FIV.1.1 the imaginary and real parts 
of ^,j,(p,to) were calculated for the following five
wave vectors P (1,0,0), -|^  (2,0,0), (3,0,0),
2 TT 2 TTg—  (1,0,0), and (1,1,1). Considering the symmetry 
of the indices i, j, i', and j' only 325 combinations 
may be found to be unique. For each p the non-selfcon- 
sistent (unenhanced) transverse susceptibility was calcu­
lated at 401 co mesh points between -0.03 Rydberg and 
+0.03 Rydberg at an interval of 0.00015 Rydberg (= 2.04 
meV) .
In section II.4 in Chapter II we stressed the need to 
introduce adjustable parameters Ap, Aa, and Ab for the 
susceptibility calculation in view of the numerous appro­
ximations made in order to derive explicit expressions of 
both transverse and longitudinal magnetic susceptibility.
EN
ER
GY
 
(e
V)
Figure IV.1.1.
X W L r K X
Band structure of nickel using the ’combined interpolation1 
scheme of Welling and Callaway2? .
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The validity of our formalism lies in the fact whether we 
can find a value for Ap to satisfactorily explain the 
observed spin wave spectrum. These spin wave modes can 
be observed in the inelastic scattering cross-section since 
at low temperatures
d2o -»•
-Unix (p,o)) + v (p,u) ] = Imfx | (p,u) ]
dftdio ss J- ss
(4.2.1)
where p = p + K is the momentum transfer, p being in the s s
Brillouin zone.
The poles in Imtxi (P/^)] give rise to peaks in theI s s
scattering cross section as is obvious from equation (4.2.1). 
At these poles we get
det | IE — ot | = 0 (4.2.2)
where a is described in equations (2.4.3a) and (2.4.3b).
°ij = Xp £ Yik 3kj (4.2.3)
skj “ z <pp (p«> (4-2 -4)
Each of the indices i, j, and k in the last two equations 
can have 25 possible values.
Many neutron scattering experiments have been done to 
investigate the spin-wave spectrum of Ni. It has to be 
mentioned that the Solid State Division in the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory has contributed substantially in this
quest. Some of the recent experiments are by Lynn and
32 33Mook and Mook and Tocchetti . Mook, Nicklow and
34collaborators found that the room temperature spin-wave
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intensities were roughly constant until about 100 meV and
then dropped abruptly. The energy value for this falloff
in intensity were found to be different in different
symmetry directions in the crystal, and the p not in (100)
direction these could be attributed to the intersection of spin-wave
modes with Stoner continuum. Minkiewcz, et al3.5 measured a part of
the dispersion relation and observed that the spin waves are
isotropic in momentum transfer p up to 70 meV. All these
previous observations were borne out in the work of Lynn 
32and Mook except for the fact that they found the disper­
sion relation to be isotropic in p up to an energy ~ 100
meV. They fitted the neutron scattering results at 4.2° K
2
to the dispersion relation w = Dq and obtained a value of 
°2
550 meV A for the spin-wave stiffness constant D. Their
data also show that at very low p, the dispersion does not
follow the same quadratic law. Including a quafcric term in
°2
the fitting equation they found D = 593 meV A . There
is another important observation to be made in Lynn and
Mook's experiment: the integrated intensity of the spin-
wave scattering did not show any change with energy until
about a) = 50 meV.
Our estimation of the parameter has been done with
reference to the experiment of Lynn and Mook. The value
of the spin-wave stiffness constant assumed in this
2
comparison is shown as 550 meV A which is obtained with 
a quadratic fitting of their experimental data.
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A detailed computation retaining all the elements
y.t .... could be done for each p. Due to the enormous 
' 1 3 , i ' d '  v
amount of computer time needed for the above computa­
tion it was felt necessary, in the course of the work, to 
disregard those combinations of (ij,i'j') which lead to
small values of y^t ^ ,j ,. Therefore, following the sug-
36gestion of Cooke, Lynn and Davis a diagonal approxi­
mation was adopted for the y 's which means that only 
^iijj e-*-ement-s are assumed to be significant and so they 
need to be computed. This seems to work although we 
have found a good number of the off-diagonal elements to 
be non-negligible. However, in the light of savings in 
computer time it was found to be a worthwhile attempt.
In this approximation scheme we needed f°r only
15 unique combinations of i and j which is a substantial 
reduction from the original 325 combinations of all four 
subindices of y. For five smallest wave vectors (within 
the constraint of the p mesh), including [100], [110], 
[111] directions the enhanced susceptibilities were
calculated for energies 0 £ 00 _< 400 meV. In order to
°2
generate the spin-wave stiffness of 530 meV A , a value 
of Ap = 0.0825 eV was found to be necessary. The cal­
culated dispersion curve is plotted in Figure FIV.2.1.
I‘ has been possible to put the calculated spin-wave 
energies at the first four p values on a single parabola
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0.8 1.0
Figure FIV.4.2.1. Calculated spin-wave dispersion for 
nickel at T = 0°K. A single parameter 
Xp = 0.0828 eV yields the spin-wave 
points for various values of p. Thg 
solid curve joining the points for p 
in (100) direction yields spin-wave 
stiffness of 530 meV A .
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using only a single parameter Ap = 0.0825 eV. There is
2tta slight problem with p = -g^- (110) which may be due to
anisotropy of the spin waves with respect to the direction 
2ttof p. For p = (300) the dispersion curve bends
towards the zone boundary, which is observed in all the 
experiments reported so far.
The calculated neutron-scattering cross section for 
nickel is shown in figure FIV.2.2. In (100) direction 
the spin wave peaks exist all the way to the maximum value
2 7]"
of p = (300) used in this calculation. As the spin-
wave peak increases in energy at higher values of p, 
the peak height decreases and simultaneously the width 
increases. However the area under each spin-wave curve 
remains the same. This width tells how well the spin- 
wave can be detected. Spin-wave width can be calculated 
from the following formula.
Im D(ai )
T = 2 --------—  (4.2.5)
_ rdD.Re [-3— ] a)LdioJ sw
where D is the determinant det | H  - a| in equation
(4.2.2) and (jjgw is the spin-wave energy.
The calculated spin-wave widths are shown in Table
FIV.2.1. This does not conform to the requirement that
r
Lt ---  = 0. This discrepancy may be corrected if a
p-*0 sw
.9 -10.223A
(100)
9 - 10.3154A 
^ (110) 9 - 10.3862A
(111)
9 - 1 9 -10.4461A 0 .6691A 
(300)
3.200.150.100.050.00
Energy ui in eV
Figure FIV.4.2.2 Spin-wave scattering cross section for ferromagnetic nickel for
various wave vectors p. ui
OJ
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larger number of k vectors are used in the Brillouin Zone.
A separate calculation has been done with 240 k points
2 TT
in the Brillouin subzone for p = (3,0,0). This
result does not differ appreciably from the 8 division 
results. However, similar calculation at smaller p 
may show sharper peaks in the spin-waves.
Figure IV.2.3 shows the contour plots of the imaginary 
part of enhanced transverse susceptibility. It reveals 
a well-defined spin-wave ridge corresponding satisfac­
torily with quadratic dispersion. This ridge is well 
defined till u> = 100 meV after which it smears out.
A few words must be said about the first-principle 
calculation of the matrix a given in equation (2 .2 .3) 
which we rewrite below,
a = y *" I A IT (4.2.6)
One can obtain A by using and which are calculated 
from a detailed first-principle band calculation of 
nickel. In this work such an attempt has been made.
The up and down spin charge densities have been taken
37from the nickel band calculation of Wang and Callaway 
which uses Von Barth and Hedin's expression for the 
exchange-correlation potential. It is observed that this 
calculation has general agreement with the observed spin- 
wave spectrum. Nevertheless the nature of approximations 
used in calculating forbids us from drawing any posi­
tive conclusion from this.
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ie^elS
cotv^0.1 0.2 u._Wave Vector p in «
P I V . 2 . 3 .  Contour diagjam of IijiX 
olot are in (eV) (atom)
. °-lp in A
Spin wave
energy
to in meV sw
Spin-wave 
half width 
in meV
0.223 26 10
0.3154 40 19
0.3862 79 26
0.4461 105 28
0.6691 163 34
Table TIV.2.1. Calculated spin-wave width
for various values of p.
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IV.3. Dynamic Longitudinal Susceptibility
The expressions for the longitudinal susceptibility
are quite complex. They also involve three parameters
describing, essentially, some combinations of the
deviatives of the exchange-correlation potential with
respect to up and down spin charge densities. Since we
do not have any reliable experimental data to fit these
adjustable paramters, we will resort to first-
principle calculation. In this case we need matrices 
Tof the type ICI . One element of this is
I I. (p ) C (K - Kt) I. (pt ) . (4.3.1)
s , t J
One can recall that at this stage an adjustable para­
meter Ac had been introduced simplifying this sum over 
reciprocal lattice vectors to
Xc I h  (PS> h  <PS> “ Xc Pij l4-3-2)
However from the p. and p, values of the nickel
t  y
results of Wang and Callaway the matrix C can be 
generated and subsequently the double sum over the 
reciprocal lattice vectors can be done. Equating this 
result with (4.3.2) one can obtain X knowing 6 -^.C 1J
Using this method the following values of the para­
meters are obtained.
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A = -0.00742 (eV) (atom)
cl
Ab = 0.00029 (eV) (atom) (4.3.3)
Ao = -0.00644 (eV) (atom)
With these values of the parameters, the longitudi­
nal susceptibility, dielectric response function and 
electron-loss intensities are found for wave vectors
p = —  (100) and —  (200). Figure FIV.3.1 shows the 
8a 8a
variation of the real and imaginary parts of longitudi-
2tt
nal susceptibility with energy for p = —  (100) and
8a
2tt—  (200). The small bumps in the imaginary parts in 
8a
these figures correspond to intervand transitions 
across the fermi level.
Re X a a im x
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27T
—  (100)
8a
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
a  a
—  (100)
8a
§+J
(0
>
0)
-1
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
( j in eV U in eV
27T (200)
N, ^r—I
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27T
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u  in eV U) in eV
Figure FIV.3.1. Variation of the rest and imaginary 
parts of the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility with 
energy. Broken l i n e :  non-self consistent value; 
continuous line: self consistent value.
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION
The tight•binding approximation seems to work well
only at the expense of introducing an adjustable
parameter for the transverse susceptibility. A
value of = 0.0825 eV brings all the spin waves
calculated at seven different p's reasonably close to
a parabloic dispersion law. However, the spin-wave
stiffness constant deduced from the best fit curve
comes out to be 530 meV slightly smaller than the
°2average measured value of 550 meV A obtained by Lynn 
and Mook.
For the longitudinal susceptibility one needs 
reliable experimental data either from neutron scatter­
ing or electron energy-loss spectrum. In the latter 
case the momentum transfer should be sufficiently high 
because the minimum p that can be considered in any 
calculation is limited by computer costs.
Although this calculation shows satisfactory results, 
it is still empirical in nature, i.e., one has to fit 
adjustable parameters to experimental data. This is one 
place where one can make improvement by using a first- 
principle band structure calculation. If that is done 
one cannot use the simplified tight binding method for
60
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susceptibility calculation. A brief discussion of this
approach and results thus obtained are given in the
3 8work of Callaway, Singhal and Adamowicz . These 
authors calculate the band structure using the one- 
particle Hamiltonian in equation (2.1.1) and wave func­
tions employing a gaussian orbital basis. This proce­
dure, of course, demands that all the matrix elements in 
the enhancement matrix be computed for an infinite number 
of reciprocal lattice vectors. These authors truncated 
the size of the matrix to only 15 reciprocal lattice
vectors. The spin-wave stiffness obtained this way is 
° 2
955 meV A which is much higher than the experimental 
value of Lynn and Mook. This discrepancy can be 
ascribed to two reasons: 1) The local density dependent
exchange correlation potential employed in this calcu­
lation overestimates the exchange splitting and 2) 
truncating the inversion matrix before it converges 
leaves out a good number of important terms in the 
enhancement. However this seems to be the best way to 
investigate the magnetic response functions if the 
above-mentioned limitations could be lifted.
A more detailed evaluation of this calculation 
scheme for longitudinal response functions has to wait 
for experimental results from electron energy loss 
experiments with considerable momentum transfer or from
neutron-scattering experiments with higher resolution 
Nevertheless, qualitatively the results obtained from 
the tight-binding calculation seem to be satisfactory
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APPENDIX 1
First order time dependent'perturbation calculation of 
6p and 6m.
Let us take a perturbation term as in equation 
(2.1.24a),
Band states are eigenstates of a in the absence of 
spin-orbit coupling. Therefore a '  -  a for non-zero con­
tribution on the right hand side of equation (A.1.2). If
o is allowed to denote the eigenvalue of operator a ; thenz
(A.1.2) can be written as
( a  + g a  ) e 
z
i(ps -r - wt)
+ Hamiltonian Conjugate (A.1.1)
The perturbed wave function will be
<JL q a ' | (a+3oz) e & |nka> -ioot
En a (*> - E Ho '(3> + “ + ln
e
<Zqa’|(a+3o ) e |nKO>z+
En o (Jl - E *o'(3) - “ + il
e
(A.I.2)
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-iEn a (k,t ip f „ ( r )  + I ^  
n k a  i q
IP ’r
<£qo|e |nko>____
En ~ E £ o (^  + W + iT1
-iwt
. -> -V
-ip *r
<£qole S [nka>______
En o (^  " E £o (^  ~ W + in
(a+Bo) ^£^a (r)
iwt
The induced change in the charge density is
6p(r,t) = Z li() ip - . f (k)KV ' ' & ) nko ynko rnko Ynko nonka l
(A.1.3)
(A.1.4)
where f „(k) is the fermi function, no
Using the expression for ij;1 from (A.1.3) in (A.1.4) 
and retaining only the first order terms in a and B we 
get
I\ ip • r
<£qo 1 e 1 nko> _-iwt
6p(r,t) = £
n£kqo (r) !m '£I - E )lo<5) + “ + in
. -y ->
^ ip *r 
 <£qo|e |nko>
En o (it) " E £o<^ " “ + in
. -y -y
+ ip • r 
<nkoIe s |£qo>
iwt (a + Bo) ipjl^ o
iwt
En o (^  " E £o (^  + w + in
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ip *r +
 <nka|e | £qo>____
En o (*> ~ E £ o (^  " w + in
-iwt
{a + Bo) ibn + }p ' ' y£qo rnka f (k) no ' (A.I.5)
If we interchange nka and £qo in the terms associated 
with the second pair of curly brackets we obtain the 
following
• . -*■-ip r
 <£qo1e 1nko>
n£kqaJ En a <£) “ E £0 (5 ) - w + in
iwt
. ">■ip • r
 <£yoIe | rka>____
En a (it) ‘ E £o (^  + w + iT1
-iwt , . , o ve > (a + Bo)
n^lto ^£qo ^£a ^ (A.1.6)
Using (A.1.6), (A.1.5) can be simplified to
6p(r,t) = £ <f (k) - f„ (q)/^ i*MV ' ’ -»-*• ' no' 7 £c ^ i ^ nko v Hqan£kqo
. -> ->
-> ips‘r 
 <£ o]e lnko>____  -iwt
En o (it) " E £o (^ } + u + iT1
. -*■ ->- 
+ -ips *r
<£qo 1 e_______ jnko> e'*'wt
En o (^  " E £o (^  " “ + in
(a + Bo)
(A.1.7)
It can be shown that the term associated with the 
2nd term in the square brackets in (A.1.7) is the 
complex conjugate of the first term.
'• tvG'V ~ J *  l£no(i?) • £«a(S) \ (“ + Bo) ♦nfcn£kqa
ip *r ^
, <£qa|e s I nko> -iiot\h ->■ -------3— i-------1--------- - e
E (it) - E . (q) + a) + ig na £a M
+ Complex Conjugate (A.1.8)
Taking the space and time Fourier transform of both sides 
of (A.1.8) we get
Nn n£)tqo E£a(q) - Ena (it) - (0 - in
^ -ip • r ^ ip • r
cnkale S |£qa> <£qo|e s |nka>
(a + 8a) + c*c (A.1.9)
The band wave function can be written as
iit-R ^
'Jjnita{?) = Z e uk (r - R )
y
where uk are the Bloch functions and R^ are the lattice
vectors. Then,
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-+ , ~ipt*r -► <nko e I & a>
—i(k*R -q*R ) — -v -v 3
= Z e ^ / Ujt(r-R ) e u+(r-R ) d r
yv k y q v
-i{R *(]t+pt) - R -q} * ^ -ipt '^ + - + 3
= Z e ^ / u^-(r) e u-*-(r+R -R ) d r
yv k q y V
—h -)■
If we define R = R - R .  then the last term is n y v'
-i{R • (it+p. ) + (R - R ) • q}_ z e y n y M
un
* ->- ~ l p t  *r  -V -V 3
f  U £ ( r )  e uq(r + Rn> d r
= N Z 6-> “Rn ^ * -v ~^P t r -v -v 3k+p-q,k e n / u, (r) e u-*-(r+R ) d rnm ^ m k' q n'
Here N is the number of atoms in the lattice. Since 
k,p and q are restricted within the Brillouin zone, there 
can be only one value of k^ which can allow q to satisfy 
the nonzero condition of the kronecker delta for given
•f
values of k and p.
One important thing to be noted is that the Fermi 
function, band energy and wave-functions are unchanged if 
the wave-vector is changed by a reciprocal lattice vector. 
Thus
q = k + p + Kr , 
where Kr is the one reciprocal lattice vector which brings
k + p back to the Brillouin zone. If we always remember
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to bring k + p to the reduced zone then we can write
q = k + p
Then from (A.1.9),
Sp(pt ,w) = [Xp°} ( P , w ) ] t s  a + [Xp°J (P#w)]ts 3 + c-c
(A.1.10)
where
^ p p  Nil  nl i ico
’W k + P> -  E n p <k) -  “  -  i n
. ->■ -y
 ►  ► ip *r
<nka|e |£k+pa> <£k+pa|e s | nka>
(A.1.11)
and
, v (o) ( S o i l  = -  - 1  Z f n o (k) -  f t g <k+P>
Xpo t s  nil „it , o ,  . tp ,it\
n£ko £ a ( P) “ na ^  - u - in
. ->■ -*■ . - > ■ - > •
1 P t ‘ r  __ ►  ► ip - r  ^
<nka|e |£k+pa> <£k+po|e |nka>
(A.1.12)
Similarly starting from the definition of induced magnet­
ization,
y • I *
6 (r, t) = - L [ii> :?■ o ii a \b , ]
m nj^ o ^nka z vnka vnk z vnka
and following all the steps used to derive (A.1.10) we will 
find.
6m ( P t ' aj) = ( P ^ ) ] t s  «  + I X ^ a ) < P ' “ > J t s  3 +  C *C
(A.1.13)
where,
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r (°) ,■+ n  _ 1 Z , * fn o (k) ” f£a(k+p)
pa tS nit a E^a (k+p) - En o (it) - 0) - in
ip.-r __  ^  ^ ip >r
<nka|e |£k+pa> <£k+pa|e s |nka>
(A.1.14)
and
,..<o> ,i _ 1 X fn o (K) - f*0 <lc+P>ix00 (p > “ ' i t s - ssr *  — = - - - - = - - -nka E^a (k+p) - En a (k) - w - in
-ip, • r __  ^ y ip • r ^
<nka|e |£k+pa> <£k+pa|e s |nka>
(A.1.15)
APPENDIX H
Details of Calculation of the Form Factors I . .
X  J
The form factors I . . (p ) are defined in equation1] s
(2.2.9) as
-*■ * -> “iPs -r ^ 3
1^  (pj = / u. (r) e u. (r) d r
± J to X  J
00 00 o o
= Z (-i)£ (2£+l) [/ R2 (r) j- ( P  r) r dr] *
£=0 0 Ja * S
/ Ki (r) P £ (cos 0 pgr) K^ (r) da]
(A.2.1)
Since K^'s are kubic harmonics belonging to the ^ 5 , 
or r12 representations, the only non-zero terms in the
angular integral in (A.2.1) are those for £ = 0, 2, and
4. Hence we have,
I . . (p ) = 6 . . I (o) (p ) - 5 I J2) . C .(2) (p ) + 9 I (4) (p )13 ^s' 13 '*s (p ) 13 ^s ^ss
C 51 * (p ) (A. 2.2)
13 vts7
in which
OO
I (£* (Ps) = / (r) j£ (Psr) r2dr (A.2.3)
and
( Q \ A A  A
Cij (ps> = ^ Ki P £ *COS 0 Psr) K j (r) d° (A.2.4)
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The calculation of C (p ) is quite straightforward.13 s
Legendre polynomial P 0 (cos 0 p r) can be expressed inX/ s
terms of the rectangular components of pg and r. Kubic
/S
harmonics K^(r) are also given in terms of the 
rectangular components of r in (2.2.3). Now, one can 
do the elementary integral over the rectangular components
 ^ 12 v
of r. If we use the rotation x = p /p , etc., the C.
S X  o -I- J
(ps) would be the following expressions in Table A.2.1.
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TABLE A. 2.1. The expressions for '*'n ^erms
the rectangular components of p , i.e.,
P Ssxin terms of x = ---  , etc.
i j ’ <gs>
1 1 / 2 j. 2(x + y - 2z 2 )/7
1 2 3xz/7
1 3 3yz/7
1 4 0
1 5 -2/3 xy/7
2 2 / 2 ^ 2 (y + z - 2x 2)/7
2 3 3xy/7
2 4 -3yz/7
2 5 /3yz/7
3 3 / 2 ^ 2 (x + z - 2y2)/7
3 4 3xz/7
3 5 /3xz/7
4 4 / 2 , 2 (x + y - 2z2)/7
4 5 - /3 (x2 - y 2) n
5 5 -(x2 + y 2 - 2z2)/7
C ij) = 5 Sij/24 " 5 C {j)/2 " 7 6ij/8* (A.2.5)
where S..'s are given in Table A.2.2.
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TABLE A.2.2. The expressions for appearing in
equation (A.2.5) in terms of the rectan­
gular components of p , i.e., in term ofs
x = p /p , etc.*sx ^s
4 4 4  2 2 2  2 2
1 1 z + 5(x + y ) + 6z (x + y ) + 18x y
1 2 4xz (x2 + 3y2 + z2)
1 3 4yz(3x2 + y 2 + z2)
2 2
1 4 4xy(x - y )
1 5 -4/3 xy (x2 + y 2)
4 4 4  2 2 2  2 2
2 2 x + 5 (y +z ) + 6x (yz + z ) + 18y z
2 3 4xy (x2 + y 2 + 3z2)
2 4 -4yz (2y2 + z2)
2 5 4/3 yz3
3 3 y 4+5(x4+z4) + 6y 2 (x2 + z2) + 18x2z2
3 4 4xz(2x2 + z2)
3 5 4/3 xz3
/ 4^ -7 / 4,4, , ^ , 2  2 , 2 2 2 2,4 4 z + 7 ( x + y ) + 6 ( x y  + y z  + x z )
4 5 -2/3 (x4 - y4)
4 4 4 2 2  2 2 2 2
5 5 9z + 3(x + y ) + 6 ( x y  + y z + x z
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^ ^ir 2
R3d (r) = Z a±e r N± (A. 2. 6)
where and are the coefficients and exponents of
these Slater orbitals. 1SL is the normalization constant 
+- v>
for the i orbital. Therefore
h A 1/2N± = I-—  j (A. 2 . 7)
Spherical Bessel function j can be written in terms of 
ordinary Belles function Jn+^ as
Jn (Psr> <A-2 -8)» s
Now, combining (A.2.8), (A.2.9) and (A.2.10) we get
l(n)(ps>=^2ir .2 . aj ' e ' cr 7 :1 1 /2 W V ’ dr (a-2 -9)
where ^ 7 X 1/2
a . = a .' 1l i
and,
45
(A.2. 10)
Using partial integration and finally table of Laplace 
transforms we get
* ,0)<PS>- A  , 240 2,6 + 3^  <A -2 - 111
s if] J (Ps -K )
! %  ) = E a!a’ 384 C J T  (7 2pJ - 3p4) (A.2.12)
1/1 (Pg + ? )
3840 e P4
APPENDIX H I  
Inversion of the Enhancement Matrices
The enhancement matrix in the longitudinal case is 
given by equation (2.2.19) as
For simplicity let us call this matrix as
(A.3.2)
The inverse of the matrix is
With the definitions of A matrices A^ = L^I 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, this A 1 can be written as
T
A-1 = 31 - iT (ir + ax)
-1
L1 (A.3.4)
Similarly,
Now
(a  - b d -1c )-1 = [(n+ i ^ )  + i t l 2(ie - i t (ie + a4)_1 l 4 )
(-i t l 3)]"1
= [IE + I1 ^  - A2L3 + A2 (31+ A4) "'1 A4 L3 }]-1
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Using the same technique used in obtaining A ^ in {A.3.4) 
we get
(A - BD-1C )-1 = H  - IT [IE + *! - A2 (IE+ A4)_1 X3]_1
[L1 - X2 (IE + ^4)~1 L 3] (A.3.6).
Similarly
(B - CA-1B )-1 = IE - IT [ n +  X4 — X3 (1 + A.^"1 A2]_1
[L4 - X3 (IE + A1) '”1 L2] (A. 3. 7)
-(A - BD" ^ ) -1 BD-1
= [IE - IT {IE + X1 -  X2 (IE + X4)_1 13}-1
{i^ - a2 (ie+ a4)_1 l3>] (ITL2) {IE - IT ( H +  a4)-1 l4 >
= i t {i e +a1 - a 2 (n + a 4)_1 A3}_1 {l 2 - a 2 (h + a4)-1 l 4 >
(A.3.8)
Similarly,
- (D - CA-1B) CA-1
= it {ie + a 4 - a 3 (h + a ^ " 1 A2 }_1 {l 3 - a 3 (i e + Aj^ )-1 i^}
(A.3.9)
APPENDIX IV
Numerical Calculations of Surface Integrals 
in the Imaginary Part of Response Functions
In this section we shall see how one can evaluate 
surface integrals of the following form:
! | grades (E)| A(S) B(E(K) ~ V  (A-4-1'
This integration is to be performed on a surface of con­
stant energy i-e AE = E(say). 0 is the unit step function 
restricting E (it) to lie below the Fermi energy EF -
The irreducible subzone in the Brillouin zone is 
divided into tetrahedrons. In each such tetrahadron the 
energy can be intrapolated linearly. Let us consider one 
such tetrahedron and label it in such a way that the 
energies Eq , E ^ , E 2 , and E^ connected with the four corner 
points kq , , k.2 , and (Figure FA. 4.1) are aranged in 
increasing order of magnitude i.e., Eq £  E^ £ E 2 £ E^.
Those tetrahedrons through which the Fermi surface 
passes can be divided into contributing and non-con­
tributing smaller tetrahedrons. The energy E (5c) may be 
linearly interpolated according to
E (it) = Eo + 5- (ic - &o ) (A.4. 2)
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t<25 Ez
A
Figure FA.4.1. A tetrahedron in the irreducible
subzone case when Eq <_ EF <_ E.^ .
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Case 1. E, < E_ < E,1 — F — 1
For E_ = E , there is no contribution from the F o
tetrahedron in Figure FA.4.1. For Eq < Ep < E^ the Fermi
surface cuts the tetrahedron along a triagnle ABC.
Therefore tetrahedron k ABC will contribute and the resto
of the tetrahedron k k.k~k, will have no contributiono 1 2 3
to the integral in A.4.1. From equation (A.4.2) we 
find
E. - E
C, = ^ 1 -- 2 , i = 1, 2, 3 (A.4.3)
|k. - K |1 l o'
The corners of the triangle ABC can then be found as
5i = ^o + E1 --E° (iti " V  » i “ 1. 2 f 3 (A.4.4)
F o
When EF = E-j.' P°int A coincides with the point k^.
Case 2. E n < E„ < E~1 F 2
In this case E = E„ surface intersects the tetra-
hedron along the quadrilateral ABCD (Figure FA.4.2).
Therefore the contributing tegrahedrons will be
k k.CA, k CDA and k BCA. o 1 o o
In tetrahedron k k.CA, E^ < E. < E = E = E„o 1 o 1 c A F
(A.4.5)
Figure FA.4.2. Fermi surface and the tetrahedron.
Case when E1 < EF < E 2 .
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In tetrahedron k CDA, E < E = E = E = E„ (A.4.6)0 o c D A F
In tetrahedron k,BCA, E, < E,, = E^ = E^ = E„ (A.4.7)1 1 B c A F
Case 3. E„ < E_ < E_2 — F — 3
When E~ = E„ the whole tetrahedron contributes.iJ r
Figure FA.4.3 shows the plane of intersection ABC of
E = E„ surface with the tetrahedron k k,k0k~.F o 1 2 3
Therefore the contribution in this case will be
k k,k0k 0 minus ABk_,C contributions. If the k points o 1 2 3 3
corresponding to A, B and C are denoted by an ^2
respectively, then
+ -  $  E 3 ~ EF t  \
qo 3 ” E-, - E ( 3 " ko>
ql k3 ” E n - E. *k3 " kl* (A.4.8)
and
E 3 o
E 3 - e f
E 3
1—I
w1
E 3 - e f F t  \
q3 3 E-, - E„ 3 " 2
Case 4. E_ > E_F 3
In this case the whole tetrahedron contributes.
Since the irreducible subzone can thus be divided into 
such contributing and non-contributing tetrahedrons we can 
now omit the Fermi function 0 (E - E„) from (A.4.1) andr
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Figure FA.4.3. Intersection of Fermi surface with a
tetrahedron. Case when E 2 Ep 1. E3 •
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can perform the integral only over these contributing 
tetrahedrons.
Now the surface integral to be evaluated is
I ( w )  =  I ---------- — — - —  A (i t )  ( A . 4 . 9 )
AE=oo I grad AE (k) |
Let us choose one of those contributing tetrahedrons as in
Figure FA.4.4.
The corner points are arranged in such a way that
AE < AE, < AE„ < AE0
O —  1 —  2. —  3
-)■
We can perform linear interpolation on A(k) and AE(k),
A (it) = A(itQ ) + a • (it - itQ) (A. 4.10)
E (it) = E + S • (it - it ) (A. 4.11)
Substituting these in (A.4.3) we obtain the following 
value from this tetrahedron.
i = / _ds [A(it ) + a • (it - it ) )
|b|
A(i t  ) £  ^  ^
=  ------- f  ds +   • / ds (k - k )
lb I AE=w lb I
= HsL [A(it ) + a • b] (A.4.12)
Ibl °
where
f (u>) = / ds and s f(u) = / ds (k - kQ) (A.4.13)
There are a few cases to be considered.
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Ka.
Figure FA.4.4. Intersection of a tetrahedron with the
constant energy surface AE(k) = (jo.
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Case 1. AE < to < E,o —  —  1
In this case the constant energy surface AE (it) = w
I t I
will intersect the tetrahedron along a triangle k^ k2 k^
as in Figure FA.4.4, where
, a) - AE
Ki - Ko = AE, - a L  (Ki - V '  i - 1 , 2 . 3 (A.4.14)
b in (A.4.11) can be expressed in terms of (K^ - Kq) 
from the condition
b * (k± - kQ) = (AE± - AEq), i = 1, 2, 3
(A.4.15)
If we define vectors r^ contravariant to (K^ -  Kq) '  s  
such that
rA * (Kj - Kq) = (A.4.16)
then -* ->
(K2 -  K ) X (K -  K )
r ^ = --------------------- ; -------------------
(K - K ) x (K - K )
r„ = — ----- 2-------   —  (A.4.17)
 ^ v
and -- Ki - V  x 2 - V
r3 v
where
v == { (K1 — Kq ) x (K2 - Kq) } * (K3 - Kq ) (A. 4.18)
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From equations (A.4.15) and (A.4.16) we get
3
b = Z (AE. - AE ) r. (A.4.18)
i=l
I I I
Now, the area of triangle k, k„ k_ isL1 2 3
f(w) = h { (k3 - kx) x (k2 - k3)
03 - AE 03 - AE
% I ^ AE-. - AE (k3_Ko ) “ AE, - AE (kl ” Ko ^  3 o 1 o
03 - AE ^ 0) - AE . .
X AE„ - AE (k2 " Ko ) " AE, - AE (k3 ~ Ko)}I2 o 3 o
is (6 - AEo )2
(ae1-aeq ) (ae2- aeq)(ae3- AEq )
(AE1-AEq ) (it3-Ko )x(it2-Ko ) - (AE3-AEQ ) (it,-^) x (ic2-$0)
+ (AE2-AEq ) (k2-Ko ) X ( ic3 - Ko)
(E - AE )2
f (03) = <^ ) |b '
(AE1-AEq) (AE2-AEq ) (AE3-AEq)
f (03) = V ______________ (E - AEp )________  (A.4.19)
1 b| 2 (AEj-AE ) (AE2-AEq ) (AE3~AEq )
-V I I I
In this case s corresponds to the centroid of k^ k 2 k3 .
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-> 1
s = — [k1 + k2 + k 3]
, to - AE to - AE
= 3 [3ko + AE,-AE (kl_Ko ) + AE--AE (kl"Ko ) 
J 1 O 2 O
to - AE ,
+ AE^AE2 < V V  13 O
, 3 to - AE
S = * 0 + 7 * A E ^ T  *±-* 0 ' (A-4*20)3 1=1 1 o
If E = <0, this tetrahedron contributes to I (to) when 
AE = AE, = AE0 = to.O 1 2
Case 2. AE-^  < to <_ AE2
The constant energy surface AE = to intersects the
tetrahedron along a quadrilateral ABCD (Figure FA.4.5).
E is the point where AE = °° surface would intersect ^ k ^
line when it is extended. Let ? and s be the area ando o
the position of the triangle ABE and similarly and s^
be the corresponding quantities for triangle DCE. Then,
f . . f (to) f n (to)
1 M .  = -2------- i  (A.4.21)
and
Figure FA.4.5. Intersection surface of AE = to with
tetrahedron. Case when AE^ < to < AE
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s f - I f .
s(to) = -2-|--— -1- (A.4.22)
o 1
Expressions for f and s can be found from (A.4.19) c o o
and (A.4.20). Here,
v (to - AE,)2
f, (co) = -  |b | ------------ ------------------  (A.4. 23)
. 1 2 (AE1-AE ) (AE2-AEq) (AE-j-AE.^
and
a) - AE, K . -it.
S1 (a)) kl + " . Z A E . -AE, (A.4.24)
3 1=0,2,3 i 1
Complications arise when AEq = A E ^  In that case 
plane ABCD does not intersect line and so the point
E goes to infinity. In this case we have to find areas 
of triangles ABD and BDC. To find the coordinates of 
A, B, C, and D we do the following.
to - AE to - AEK'K = ae^ae2 <S2-So> - <VV2 o 3 o
^  ^  a) - AE.. AE- - to ^
KD = kl + AE--AE (k2_kl) KA + AE--AE {kl"Ko )2 1 2 o
00 _ ^E, ^
KC = kl + AE..-AE k^ 3_kl^ KB + AE..-AE (kl o )3 1 3 o
(A.4.25)
Now,
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Ib| = | 2 (AE -AE ) r 
i=l i o 1
AE--AE ^ ^ AE--AE
I— i ^  <k -K ) x (k1-K ) + — -^-- 2. (kf Ko)
V  V
x (5^ 2“‘^ q) I (A. 4 . 26)
Area of triangle ABD
fi = ii'VV x <*dA>
,, (u-AE ) (AE„-w)
= - I b I --------2---- ----------------- (A.4.27)
2 (AE2-AEq) (AE3-AEq) (AE2-AEq)
Similarly, area of triangle BCD
v (w-AE ) (AE^-w)
f = - 1 b | ----------- 2---- ------------  (A. 4. 28)
2 (AE2-AEq) (AE3-AEq) (AE3-AEq)
f (co) _ area ABD + area BCD
M  |b|
v 0) - AE.
2 (AE2-AEQ) (AE3-AEq)
AE--W AE_
 £ +  2_
0)
AE«-AE AE0-AE 2 o 3 o
(A.4.29)
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The centroids and s2 of triangles ABD and BCD are 
obtained from
*1 - I  <SA  + + *D>
S2 = i  <*B + %  + *D>
With the help of expressions in (A.4.25) these centroids 
can be found out in terms of the corners of the tetra­
hedron and w. Now, the effective center of the 
quadrilateral ABCD is
+ f1s1 + f2s2
s =  fi + v
Using the expressions for f^, s^, f2 , and s2 we can write 
this as,
AE_ -  to AE_ -  to -1 AE- - to 2
s = ko + t3 (AE AE ) + (AE AE ) ] [ (k^K^) { (AE AE )
2 o 3 o 2 o
AE, -  to 2 (AE- - to) (AE., -  to)
+ ( £ \ +  £ £ }
A E 3 _ A E o  (AE2 - AEq) (AE3 - AEq)
A E 0 -  to 2 (AE- -  to) to -  AE^
+ (S2-K )   + - - - 2  } ( ■ ° )
2 ° AE--AE AE- - AE AE2 o3 O 2 o
AE- - to 2(AE, - to) to - AE
+ (k-j-K ) {  -----  +- -------}    ] (A.4.30)
AE--AE^ AE--AE^ AE--AE2 o 3 o 3 o
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Case 3. AE2 < to <_ AE3
This case is similar to Case 1. We have
(AE^ - to)
(AE3-AEq) (AE2-AE1) (AE3-AE2)
, to < AE.
f (hi) _  V
---------- , to = AE, = AE- = AE_
AE0 - AE 1 Z 3
3 o
0 , otherwise (A.4.31)
and
s (to)
AE0 - to
i=0,1,2 3 i ' “ < AE3
7  (El + *2 + k3> ' “ = AE1 ae2 = ae3
(A.4.32)
It should be noted here that in the two cases 
to = AE = AE, = AE- and to = AE, = AE„ = AE- if an outerO 2> 1 fa >3
face of a tetrahedron (which are the original tetra­
hedrons in the irreducible zone, before they are sub­
divided due to Fermi function truncation), we must use 
a weight factor of 0.5 for f (to) since it would be shared 
by two adjacent tetrahedrons.
APPENDIX V
Reduction of the k sum over the Brillouin zone 
to that over the Brillouin subzone
Any operator 0 in the cubic group can be represented 
by a product of two operators 3 and a which are defined 
as
“>■ ->■ .
Bp = p and a p  = p 1
Here p' is a member of the star of p. Therefore,
0 = 3ot (A.5.1)
For calculating the longitudinal and transverse 
susceptibilities we need to evaluate the function y given 
by equations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2)
o o , r  = _i z fM |S| ~
niic E ^ a i (£+p) - E n 0 +  <jj - in
• onai,(S) j ,(t+p)
' cnai'(K> cto'j’(iJ+P> (A-5 ’2>
The minus sign in front of w is used for the longitudinal 
case i.e., when o = o'.
The sum over k in (A.5.2) can be converted to a 
Brillouin zone integral by using
^ ^  / d 3k (A.5.3)
k (2 TT) B-Z
The integral over the Brillouin zone can further be con-
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verted into an integral over the Brillouin subzone (the 
irreducible 1/48 of the Brillouin zone) giving
/  F ( p , i t )  d 3 k  =  Z /  F ( p , 0 i c )  d 3 k
B-Z 0 S - Z
=  I /  F ( p , B a . i t )  d 3 k (A.5.4)
B ,a S • Z 
Now the function
E £ a ' " En o (^  + ^ " in
can be divided into real and imaginary parts. The real 
part is the principal value
= P
E „ _ , ( i t + p )  -  E n a  (i t )  +  w£a 1
( A . 5 . 5 )
and the imaginary part is
=  it 6 [ E £ a , ( i t + p )  -  E n ( J (ic) +  w] ( A . 5 . 6 )
(A.5.6) shows that the k integral contributes to the 
imaginary part of y 1 only when it lies on a constant energy
surface given by
An t (E,p) = En o (S) - Et0 , (iT+pt = + “ (A.5.7)
The minus sign in w is used for the longitudinal expres­
sion of y.
Let ds denote an element of area on the surface in k 
space of constant energy An  ^ = + w. Then,
/ a3E (Anl T «,) = /
o) = constant
ds grad A (A.5.8)nil
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Combining the ideas in (A.5.8), (A.5.6), (A.5.4) and
(A.5.3) we can calculate the imaginary part of y in 
(A.5.2) as
’ C £o'j(6o‘5t+P ) cnoi'(BaJ) C £o'j' ^ait+p)
(A.5.9)
Now, let us make use of the fact that the fermi func­
tion and band energies are the same for all it vectors 
that are connected by a 0 operator. Thus,
fn o (Bak) = fn(j (it) (A.5.10)
f£a, (gait+p) = f£a, {8a (it + a-1 p) }
i]h']
(p,aj) = --^  I I /
(2it) n£ 8,a
1 11 U  A/ Wds -------------------- —
|grad (Bak,p)|
f £a' (iJ + a~1 P> (A.5.11)
and
An),(BaEJ) = An)l(
Therefore, (A.5.9) can be finally written as
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The transformation properties of the wave function 
Cna^(£) are different from those of the energy. In this 
case we know that when it is a point with no degeneracy
Cn a i (0*> = *n (0) \  Di£ (0) Cna£<*> (A*5 *12)
where D .0 is an element of the representation matrix
3 x*
describing the rotation of the orbitals u^(r) under the 
operation 0 and xn (0) = +1 is the character of the 
operator 0 in one of the one dimensional representations 
of the cubic group. Thus,
ui (0"1 r) = Z D £i (0) u & (r) (A.5.13)
Hi
Since C's appear in pairs in equation (A.5.9) the Xn 's 
will be unity and so they can be omitted. We can write
C £a, . (Bait + p) = I D (0) C Jla, . (it + a-1 p) (A.5.14)
J  ^  i J  J
Now, with the help of (A.5.10), (A.5.11), (A.5.12), and
(A.5.14),
Im y ™ '  . ,,, (p,a>) = — ^  E E f  (ds) *
13  3 (2ir) a  n£
fn a (£) ~ f Jto' ** + ^  p)
| grad (it,a-1 p) |
Z Z D. (0) D. (0) D ,(0) D., ,(0) *
3 a,b 3,0 1 a 3 h
a' ,b'
Cn o a (K> C to’b (it + °‘1 p) Cnoa'(K> *
where
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